Sugar Talks from a Cereal Box
Materials

Problem / Testable Question

What is the best breakfast cereal to eat ?

Quantity
(detailed list)
1
1
1
1
1

Photos

Conclusion
Among the cereal boxes that I picked, the best
breakfast cereal to eat is Kashi Go Lean
because it has high amounts of protein and fiber
with less sugar relatively.

Materials (be specific)
Apple Jacks Cereal Box
Frosted Flakes Cereal Box
Rice Krispies Cereal Box
Cheerios Box
Kashi Go Lean Box
Sugar Content of cereal box shown in a 1 tablespoon measure

This project helped me to realize that the
popular cereals that we eat for breakfast are
unhealthy.

Background Information
According to CDC (Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention), the average american kid
consumes about 70g of sugars per day, 3 times
of what is recommended. This amount of sugar
consumption can lead to type 2 diabetes and
obesity. To help prevent this we can make better
food choices especially for breakfast.
Breakfast is the most important meal in a day.
50% of the sugar intake in kids is from unhealthy
breakfast choices, cereal being the most
common and popular item.

Hypothesis

Procedure

References

1. Choose popular cereal boxes that kids eat
daily for breakfast for this comparison.
2. Record the nutrition facts for each of the
cereal boxes in a spreadsheet.
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3. Compare each cereal to see which is the
healthiest option by looking at the fiber,
protein and sugar contents.
4. Research to see if better options are
available.
5. As an experiment, consume about 9g of plain
sugar which is the average sugar content in a
cereal box to see how you feel.

I expected that most of the cereals are not a
healthy choice for breakfast.
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Variables
What variable was changed in your experiment?
(Independent Variable)

After researching about the nutrients, I learnt that
the cereals should be high in protein, fiber, and low
in sugar. I also learnt that a good amount of protein
and fiber needs to be greater than 3g, and the
sugar content needs to be less than 6g.
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Results

The evidence did not support the hypothesis
because I found a good healthy cereal.
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The type of cereal was changed.

What variable was measured in your experiment?
(Dependent Variable)
We examined the sugar, protein, and fiber contents.

After comparing the cereals, I figured out that the
healthiest cereal was Kashi Go Lean, with its
sugar being 8g (natural sugars), protein at 12g, and
fiber at 13g.
When I ate the 9g of plain sugar as an experiment,
I realized that I felt uncomfortable eating that much
of sugar all at once and it made me feel groggy.
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Reflections on Learning
Please answer the following
questions about your project.

1. Where did you do your project and who
supervised you?
ANSWER:
I did my project in my house with my mom’s
supervision.

2. Please fill out the chart with the safety
risks for your project and the safety
measures you used.
Possible Safety Risk

ANSWER:

Safety Measures Used

Example: Use Power Drill

Parent Supervised

Example: Handled Liquid
Chemicals

Wore gloves and washed
hands after use

Example: Plants Grew Mold Threw plants away as soon
as they molded

ANSWER:
Possible Safety Risk

3. What gave you the idea for this project?

Safety Measures Used

While my mom and I were discussing what to
eat at school from the school menu, we
started talking about the nutrition labels and
that's what gave me the idea to see what is
the best breakfast cereal available in the
market.

Did you follow all of the Austin Energy
Regional Science Fest’s Elementary Rules
and Guidelines?
ANSWER: Yes

4. What did you learn from doing your
project?

5. What would you change about the project
and why?

6. What new questions do you have?

7. Is there anything else you want to tell your
judge?

ANSWER:
ANSWER:
I learnt about how much of every nutrient is
required for our body to be healthy.
I also learnt the history of cereal and how the
cereal makers started adding sugars to it.
I learnt that we need to look at the nutrition
labels of the cereal boxes before we buy
them.

ANSWER:
I would choose more cereals to compare
because I can get more information about a
better cereal than Kashi Go Lean.

ANSWER:
The question is how do I make cereal tastier and
healthier without adding sugars?
The other question I had was what sort of
cereals or other foods do people with diabetes
eat?

People do not usually pay attention to nutrition
labels of the cereal boxes, but instead they go
for the attractive cartoons on them.
We need to learn to start looking at the nutrition
labels before picking up a box and buying it.

